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Abstract—This thesis proposes the development of a classifica-
tion model capable of predict mortality in patients under insulin
therapy in ICU using data from MIMIC-III database. Insulin
therapy is crucial to control blood sugar levels for critical-care
patients. However, there is no consensus on which is the most
beneficial glucose control, either intensive or conventional, for
these patients to reduce mortality.

Gradient boosting and logistic regression were the chosen
modelling techniques after an extensive comparison of several
machine learning techniques. Data sampling was applied to
counteract the imbalance present in dataset and feature selection
techniques, including a novel approach entitled recursive feature
selection, were also applied.

Overall, gradient boosting with a total of 187 features achieved
the highest performance (AUC of 91.4±1.36) for data collected in
patients’ first 24 hours in the ICU and outperformed the highest
performance among severity scores, SAPS-II (AUC of 77.4±2.44).
Different prediction time-windows were tested and the one nearer
to ICU discharge achieved the highest performance among all
tested (AUC of 94.8± 0.92).

After feature selection, a model with only 7 features achieved a
good performance (AUC of 90.2±1.34). This model was validated
using a previously unseen data from the eICU-CRD database, and
a similar performance was achieved (AUC of 88.0).

Lastly, models were interpreted using SHAP values. Thus,
variables that overall and individually most affect patients were
identified, giving rise to the construction of individualized clinical
dashboards. These may be an important tool in a perspective of
data-aided decisions by physicians.

Index Terms—Machine Learning, Predict Mortality, Insulin,
Gradient Boosting, Model Interpretability

I. INTRODUCTION

The world’s digitization has brought a multitude of ways to
generate and collect data in the most diverse contexts. Data is
scattered everywhere. Everything is data. However, data alone
is inherently powerless and that’s where machines and current
machine learning techniques make a differentiation.

The importance of data has grown so much in the past
decade that nowadays is considered one of the most important
commodities and is giving rise to a new economy comparable
to petroleum industry economy. Data as a new currency is a
thing and is considered the petroleum of the digital era [1].

From computing devices to mechanical and digital machines
passing through animals and people, at some point everything

will be connected and able to identify themselves in a data
sharing environment, so called, Internet of Things (IoT).

With the help of IoT and machine learning, it is possible to
bridge the gap between medicine and mechanical engineering
to better understand the aim of this thesis. An analogy between
a car and a human is made, keeping in mind the proper
separation of ideas (figure 1).

(a) Analogy Human-Car (b) ’Things’ in Internet of Things

Fig. 1: Internet of Things - Analogy Human-Car

Considering car’s engine the heart of a car and its fluids as
blood, either a device monitoring heart signal in a person or a
sensor measuring engine performance in a car give data about
the object in study from which is possible to infer possible
malfunctions.

After all, it all comes to handle the data no matter the topic
and climb the data-information-knowledge-wisdom (DIKW)
hierarchy [2], where data leads to information, that is trans-
formed in knowledge identifying patterns but just with a
formulation and an understanding of the principles can be
turned in wisdom. In a succinct way, the process of discovering
useful information from data is called data mining.

II. DATA MINING IN HEALTHCARE

Data mining is crucial in data from intensive care units
(ICUs). Due to the critical condition of the patients, ICUs
are the most data-intensity part of any hospital. Highly so-
phisticated devices have been implemented to closely monitor
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patients’ health status and are capable to collect electronic
health records (EHR) in an extremely high frequency [3].

However, there is no consensus framework to apply data
mining in datasets. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
process [4] and Cross Industry Process for Data Mining
(CRISP-DM) [5] are widely used frameworks in a variety
of different projects and their incorporation for data mining
application in healthcare is viable.

So, the problem can be branched into seven major steps that
are described in figure 2.

Fig. 2: Data Mining in Healthcare

III. MORTALITY IN PATIENTS UNDER INSULIN THERAPY

Over the past years, glucose control among patients in
ICUs has became a widely discussed and controversial topic.
Since a study conducted by van der Berghe [6] reported
that critically-ill patients under intensive insulin therapy (IIT),
aiming to achieve normoglycemia, had lower mortality rates
than those following the conventional protocol that, several
studies were made scheming a comparison between intensive
and conventional insulin therapy. After years as the standard
care in ICU, intensive insulin therapy came to be seen as coun-
terproductive and conventional insulin therapy (CIT) establish
as the standard practice [7].

Insulin therapy is intrinsically related to hyperglycemic
events since it is the preferred regimen for effectively healing
hyperglycemia in ICU [8]. Hyperglycemia occurs in the ma-
jority of critically ill patients regardless of previous history of
diabetes and is associated with many adverse clinical outcomes
[7], including mortality and morbidity [9], [10]. The mortality
rate for newly-hyperglycemic patients approaches one in three
[11] so it is consensual that hyperglycemia should be treated
to improve chances of survival.

On the other hand, hypoglycemia is a limiting factor
when dealing with the maintenance of blood glucose levels
[12]. Besides not directly related, hypoglycemic events can
be linked with insulin infusion. Absolute or relative insulin
excess, together with inadequate nutrition and features of
critical illness are the fundamental causes of hypoglycemia

in ICUs [12], [13]. Like hyperglycemia, hypoglycemia is a
concern during the management of critically ill patients that
is associated with unfavourable outcomes to the patients.

IV. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Homeostasis
Homeostasis is the tendency of human body systems to

maintain internal stability owing a coordinate response to any
stimulus that would tend to disturb normal functionality of the
human body [14].

Regulating blood glucose concentration is part of homeo-
static regulation [15]. Glucose is required for cellular respira-
tion and is the preferred fuel for all human body cells. An im-
balance on normal blood glucose levels work as a stimulus that
is detected by pancreas. Pancreatic islets, namely the islets of
Langerhans, are islets dispersed throughout the pancreas that
release regulatory hormones from different cells to counteract
stimulus. When blood glucose levels rises, insulin is released
from β-cells into bloodstream to stimulate human body cells
to take glucose up from the blood and liver to convert excess
glucose into glycogen (glycogenesis). In opposite, when blood
glucose levels fall, α-cells release glucagon into bloodstream
to stimulate liver to break down stored glycogen and liberate
glucose to the blood (glycogenolysis).

B. Diabetes Mellitus
Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disorder that cause high

blood glucose levels over a prolonged period due to defects in
insulin production or cells’ resistance to insulin. Individuals
who carry this condition have problems in homeostatic regu-
lation when blood glucose levels rise and need special care or
treatment with insulin. There are two major types of diabetes
mellitus, type I and type II.

C. Dysglycemia
Dysglycemia is a term that refers to any disorder of blood

sugar metabolism and can appear in two different types:
hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia. These episodes frequently
occur in critically hospitalized patients and it is associated with
adverse outcomes, including morbidity and mortality [9], [10].
Hypoglycemia is a condition when the amount of circulating
glucose in the bloodstream is lower than normal; while higher
amount than normal refers to hyperglycemia. In table I is
shown how are classified blood glucose levels to describe
each dysglycemic condition. Hyperglycemia, besides being
commonly associated to patients with a medical history of
diabetes, it frequently appears as stress hyperglycemia [16],
[17] which is an adaptive and appropriate response to life-
threatening condition in previously normoglycemic patients
[18].

D. Predict Mortality in ICUs
1) Severity Scores: These scores are used in the ICU in

order to aid physicians to predict patient outcome and assess
trauma severity. There are several severity scoring systems,
but five scores will be used for comparison namely, LODS,
SAPS, SAPS II, SOFA and QSOFA.
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TABLE I: Blood glucose levels classification [19], [20].

Hypoglycemia Normal Hyperglycemia
(mg/dL) (mg/dL) (mg/dL)

Level3 Level 2 Level 1
<50 [50 - 54[ [54 - 70[ [70 - 180[ >180

2) Previous studies: To date, no published studies were
conducted restricting patients’ cohort to only patients under
insulin therapy. Since insulin is highly related with diabetic
and hyper/hypoglycemic events, studies addressing these top-
ics were prioritized but even these topic-related studies were
scarce. From the literature, a study [21] predicting mortality
in diabetic patients with a cohort of 4111 patients and a study
[22] with no restrictions in patients’ choice for a total of 50488
ICU stays were used analyzed for comparison purposes. These
studies have in common the use of the same database as this
work, MIMIC III [23].

V. DATA PRE-PROCESSING

A. MIMIC-III Database
Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) III

[23] is a large clinical database containing health-related data
from patients that were admitted in critical care units of the
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center between 2001 and 2012.

Developed by the MIT Laboratory for Computational Phys-
iology, this database includes information such as demograph-
ics, vital sign measurements made at the bedside, laboratory
test results, procedures, medications, nurse and physician
notes, imaging reports, and out-of-hospital mortality.

Data is de-identified to not compromise the confidentiality
and safety of patients.

MIMIC III database is extracted from two different systems:
CareVue (2001-2008) and Metavision (2008-2012).

B. Inclusion Criteria
Initially, all patients were extracted to analyze the number of

admissions in the hospital per patient, and for each admission,
the number of ICU stays per admission. Readmissions were
discarded, i.e., from patients with multiple admissions or with
more than one ICU stay per admission, only first admission
and ICU stay were included to avoid biased assessments.

From the subset, adult (≥ 16 years old) patients that
received insulin during ICU stay were selected. Infants were
discarded because they have a different metabolism and,
therefore, a different glucose control protocol in the ICU.
Lastly, only patients with a length of stay equal or higher
than 24 hours remained for the study.

The number of patients extracted in each step is described
in figure 3. Cohort prior data treatment and modeling is
composed by 12338 patients.

C. Input Variables
Patients’ information were divided into four major cate-

gories: demographic, diagnoses, laboratorial and vital vari-
ables. The description of all variables used in this work are
detailed in Table II.

61501 patients’ ICU stays in database

57328 patients’ first ICU
stay during admission

46428 patients’ first hospital admission

13 195 patients that received insulin
during ICU stay and age ≥ 16

8 044 patients 5 151 patientsPatients that received
insulin during ICU stay

Length of stay ≥ 24 h

12 338 Patients

MetaVision Carevue

Fig. 3: Inclusion criteria applied to extract the cohort used in
this work.

D. Data Preparation

1) Removal of Outliers: Some values were later identified
as outside of a reasonable distance from the mean. However,
outliers removal is important to avoid misleading results.

All covariates associated to the cohort were plotted to
visualize the underlying distribution in each feature. Through
a careful inspection, supported by clinical knowledge, values
inside of normal range were delimited and for those outside,
an inclusion boundary was set removing the values outside
this boundary.

2) Missing data: Missing data can influence the perfor-
mance of predictive modeling. For this work, list-wise deletion
method was applied to remove patients that still had missing
data except for the case of missing values in diagnoses
variables.

An intuitive zero-imputation was implemented in diagnoses
variables’ missing data besides the lack of records didn’t nec-
essarily mean that a patient wasn’t under determined condition.

3) Min-Max Normalization: Data from different variables
come in different orders of magnitude. All input data was nor-
malized using min-max normalization to mitigate the potential
bias of one variable with large numeric values dominating
other variables having smaller values.

E. Feature Construction

Feature construction is the process of augmenting the space
of variables by inferring or creating additional variables [24].
Feature construction methods may be applied to improve
prediction performance and allow easy addition of domain
knowledge.
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1) Diagnoses: There are 6985 different International Clas-
sification of Diseases Ninth Revision (ICD9) codes in MIMIC
III. Codes were grouped and arranged in a multi-level ap-
proach following the rules of Clinical Classifications Software
[25]. Briefly, these rules consist in grouping the ICD9 codes
in 18 main families and summing up the number of codes
associated for each patient.

In this work, only 10 out of these 18 groups were considered
since these were associated with larger amounts of ICD9 codes
in the cohort. These associated diagnoses are further detailed
in table II.

2) Discretization of Time-Series Variables: Laboratory and
vital variables are recorded over time in a pace of approxi-
mately one measurement per hour. Quantitative features have
been calculated to represent those variables.

Each variable is represented in terms of six statistical fea-
tures. These are maximum, minimum, mean, median, standard
deviation and variance. Moreover, one additional feature that
counts the number of abnormal laboratory measurements, i.e,
values recorded outside the normal ranges, was included to
each variable, except for glucose variable where more features
detailing the abnormal measures were constructed due to its
relevance for the study.

3) Glycemic Covariates: Abnormal glucose readings are
divided in four distinct categories due to its relevance in
the physiological response. One category for hyperglycemic
events and three for each severity level of hypoglycemic
events, according to [19], [20]. Ranges are detailed in Table
I.

4) Categorical Variables: Categorical variables are split
into multiple variables using one hot encoding. One hot
encoding is used instead of label encoding to avoid models
assuming that variables have some kind of hierarchy, when
clearly don’t have (e.g. nominal features).

According to the different n labels present in each cate-
gorical variable, n binary variables are constructed. This is
done for ethnicity (nominal variable) resulting in 5 binary
variables. In case n = 2 (binary variables), as for gender and
admission type, just one of the binary variables constructed
prevail avoiding redundancy or repetition.

F. Selected Time-Windows

This sensitivity analysis was performed independently in
four different time-windows: predict mortality during the first
12 hours after admission in ICU, first 24 hours after admission
in ICU , 12 hours before ICU discharge and 24 hours before
ICU discharge. The cohort size for each time-window is highly
dependent from num_infusions variable. This is because
only those patients already under insulin therapy during a
specified time-window will be considered. Hence, it will be
neglected those who received insulin outside the specified
time-window. The constitution of each time-window to be
analyzed is presented in table III.

G. Data Sampling

Imbalance of classes is a recurrent problem found in real-
world datasets, where the instances of dataset predominantly

TABLE II: Description of the input variables.

Feature Units or Categories Type
Age Years Continuous

Gender [Male,Female] Binary

Ethnicity
[Asian, Black,

Hispanic/Latino,
White and Other]

Categorical

Admission Type [Elective, Emergency] Binary
Ventilation-time Hours Continuous

Ventilation-Number (Frequency/ICU stay) Discrete
Infusions-Number (Frequency/ICU stay) Discrete

Diabetes [Type I, Type II, Secondary] Categorical
Long-Term
Insulin User [True, False] Binary

Feature
parameter Feature (Units) Type

Minimum
Maximum

Mean
Median

Standard deviation
Variance

Flaga
HyperFlag∗

HypoFlag{1,2,3}∗

Laboratory variablesa
Anion gap (mEq/L),

Bicarbonate (mEq/L),
Chloride (mEq/L),

Creatinine (mg/dL),
Hemoglobin (g/dL),

Hematocrit (%),
Mean corpuscular
hemoglobin (pg),
Mean corpuscular

hemoglobin concentration (%),
Mean corpuscular volume (fL),

Platelets (K/uL),
Potassium (mEq/L),

Red blood cells (m/uL),
Red cell distribution width (%),

Sodium (mEq/L),
Urea nitrogen (mg/dL),

White blood cells (K/uL)
Glucose (mg/dL)*

Vital Signs
Heart rate (bpm),

Respiratory rate (breths per min),
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg),
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg),
Mean arterial pressure (mmHg),
Peripheral oxygen saturation (%)

Continuous

Minimum
Last Glasgow Comma Scale Continuous

First Weight Continuous

Sum

Urine Output (mL)

Diagnoses
Problems in:

Digestive system (1),
Circulatory system (2),
Respiratory system (3),

Nervous system and
sense organs (4),

Musculoskeletal system and
connective system (5),

Genitourinary system (6),
Integumentary system (7),
Diseases of the blood and
blood-forming organs (8),

Mental illness (9),
Infectious and parasitic

diseases (10)

Continuous

∗ Exclusive to categorize feature Glucose.
∗ HypoFlag: Hypoglycemia in any of their severity scores (Table I).
∗ HyperFlag: Hyperglycemia event.

belong to one class. Among others, it is a problem extremely
common in medical datasets, especially in mortality prediction
[21], [26], [27] and it is present in this work.

Over and undersampling techniques were applied to adjust
the dataset class distribution namely, random oversampling,
synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) [28],
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TABLE III: Number of patients included in each
time-window.

Patients
under insulin

therapy

Patients after
missing data

removal

Died/Survived
(Mortality ratio)

12h after
admission 7626 7100 541/6559 (0.076)

24h after
admission 9643 9098 826/8272 (0.091)

24h before
discharge 11932 9593 1270/8323 (0.132)

12h before
discharge 11956 11435 1353/10082 (0.118)

All ICU stay 12338 11788 1377/10041 (0.114)

random undersampling, tomek links [29], edited nearest neigh-
bours (ENN) [30] and neighborhood cleaning rule (NCR) [31].

VI. MODELLING

A. Knowledge Discovery Process

Model construction was developed in Python 3.6 language
with the use of several libraries widely used in data science
[32]–[40]. Each step and respective library associated is pre-
sented in figure 4. The processor used to perform all the tests
was a Intel®Core 8th generation i7-8750H Hexa-Core, 2.20
GHz with turbo until 4.10 GHz, 9 MB Cache.

The figure 4 is divided in two schematics: one for the
construction process of the model and other for the external
validation of the same.

B. Modelling Techniques Assessment

A set of machine learning algorithms were tested in order
to select the most suitable algorithms to go on with the study.
Citing, k-nearest neighbours (KNN); support vector machines
(SVM); decision trees (DT); random forest (RF); logistic
regression (LR); AdaBoost (ADA); gradient boosting (GB);
gaussian naive bayes (GNB); linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA).

Among GB, three adittional frameworks were also tested:
XGBoost (XGB), LightGBM (LGB) and CatBoost (CB).

C. Feature Selection

1) Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE): The main princi-
ple is recursively remove features based on their importance
producing smaller feature subsets until a desired number of
features or in accordance with a performance measure. In this
work, RFE was performed removing at each step the feature
with less importance, i.e, the feature with lower absolute
SHAP value or weight.

2) Sequential Forward Selection (SFS): Each feature pre-
sented in dataset is evaluated individually based on a specific
performance metric. The one that returns the best performance
is selected. Interatively, each one of the remaining features
is evaluated conjointly with the first feature selected and
the subset presenting the best performance is selected. This
process is repeated for all the features present in the dataset
or until a desired number of features. In this work, SFS
was performed until a subset of 30 features using AUC as
performance metric to select feature in each iteration.

Data Preparation
[32], [33], [34]

INPUT DATASET
MIMIC database

Repeated K-Fold Cross Validation
5x10 Cross Validation [34]

Data Sampling*
Oversampling or Undersampling [35]

Performance Metrics
AUC, AUPRC, Sensitivity, Specificity

[34]

Feature Selection*
Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) [34]
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) [40]

Recursive Feature Selection (RFS)

Model
Machine Learning Techniques

[34], [36], [37], [38]

Model Interpretation
SHAP values [41]

Weights [34]

Individualized
Clinical Dashboards [39]

FINAL MODELDATASET
MIMIC database

Performance
Metrics

Model
Interpretation

Individualized
Clinical Dashboards

DATASET
eICU database

Training 9-Fold Testing Fold

Model Output

Threshold Choice

Until Desired Feature Subset (RFE)

Until Desired Feature Subset (SFS)

Train

Test

Fig. 4: Knowledge Discovery Process

3) Recursive Feature Selection (RFS): In this work is
proposed a novel approach entitled recursive feature selection
(RFS). RFS is an hybrid approach between RFE and sequential
methods. Following the same principle of RFE to eliminate at
each iteration features with less importance, in this method the
k less important features are eliminated individually and the
resulting subset that returns the best performance, according
to a specific metric, is selected. Interactively, this process is
repeated until a desired number of features or along all feature
set. In this work, RFS was performed testing at each step the 5
less important features, i.e, features with lower absolute SHAP
value or weight depending on the method used. AUC was the
metric selected to evaluate the performance of each subset in
order to select the one to remain for next iteration.

All feature selection methods were carried over a 5x10-fold
cross validation.

D. Model Interpretation

1) Features ranking: Linear models, as LR and LDA, in
a simple approach assign weights to each feature considering
its importance to the model. Tree-based ensemble methods, as
GBDT, use three different methods to estimate the importance
of features in a dataset. These are: gain, split count and
permutation.
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2) SHapley Additive exPlanation values: Lundberg et al.
[41] proved, with exception to permutation methods, that
feature importance attribution methods are inconsistent. To
overcome this assumption, a unification approach was pro-
posed through SHapley Additive exPlanation (SHAP) values.

E. Model Performance Assessment

1) Repeated K-Fold Cross Validation: In repeated k-fold
cross validation, the original dataset is partitioned in k equal
sized subsamples also called k folds. From those, k− 1 folds
are used for training and the fold remaining is used for testing.
This process is repeated k times so all folds serve as training
and testing. Then, k-fold cross validation is repeated n times
with different randomization among samples that constitute
folds. Results obtained in all n x k folds are averaged. In this
work, 5x10-fold cross validation was applied.

2) Performance metrics: AUC, AUPRC, sensitivity and
specificity were calculated to assess model’s performance.
AUC and AUPRC are threshold-free metric used to have a
generalized view of model classification performance. The
threshold selected to calculate sensitivity and specificity is
based on AUC minimizing the distance between false positive
classification rate (1-specificity) and sensitivity.

VII. RESULTS

A. Descriptive Analysis of the Cohort

This dataset is composed by 12338 patients predominantly
of white race and masculine gender. The patient’s age is mostly
between 60 and 80 years old and also there is a significant
number of patients above 89 years old, indicating that this is
an aged dataset. Besides the condition of being under insulin
therapy, more than half of these patients (56.8%) are non-
diabetic. Among diabetic patients, the majority are diabetic
type II representing 36.3% of all dataset.

The imbalance present in dataset is significant (11.4%).
However, analyzing patients’ lenght of stay by days in the
ICU, it is notorious a decrease in imbalance along with length
of stay increase. This indicates an higher risk of mortality is
associated to a longer stay in ICU. The most common length
of stay in ICU is between 1 and 2 days but also stays longer
than 10 days represent a significant number of patients.

B. Selection of a Machine Learning Technique

Several machine learning algorithms (section VI-B) were
tested with a 5x10-fold cross validation imputing indepen-
dently the covariates gathered during both first- and last-day
a patient is admitted to the ICU.

GB and LR stood out among all algorithms in both ex-
periments. For the case of GB, the three frameworks tested
(XGB, LGB, CB) outperform the original algorithm (GB)
however with similar performances among them. LGB was
the choosen to proceed with the study due to its computational
performance.

C. First-day Analysis

First-day data will be the baseline dataset to tune the
hyperparameters that will be used in the other time-windows.
LR has a simpler approach than LGB, so hyperparameter
tuning is not required.

1) Hyperparameter tuning: For LGB, hyperparameter tun-
ing was divided in two steps in order to control model tendency
to over-fitting and check how fast the model converges.

First step was to check the trade-off between the number
of estimators (No.Estimators) and learning rate (learning rate)
and the second already with a fixed learning rate and
No.Estimators, was to analyze how trees depth (max depth)
and number of leaves (num leaves) influence model’s per-
formance. After an extensive search among different val-
ues for each parameter, the hyperparameters choosen were:
learning rate=0.03, No.Estimators=200, max depth=5 and
num leaves=10.

2) Effects of Sampling Techniques: Sampling tecnhiques
were applied in order to counteract the imbalance present in
the dataset. Oversampling and undersampling were applied in
both algorithms; while subsampling and feature sampling were
only applied to LGB since it is an ensemble method.

Overall, from all sampling techniques tested, there was
no improvement in performance neither for oversampling,
undersampling or feature sampling and subsampling as it is
possible to conclude observing table IV that present the best
performance achieved for each model.

3) Feature Selection: Among all feature selection methods
used, SFS presented the best performance with a subset of 30
features (AUC 92.03±1.16, AUPRC 57.05±5.28) using LGB.
However for smaller subsets (3, 5 ,7 and 14 features), which
are the desired ones in a perspective of faster diagnoses and
smaller collection of variables, RFS stands out both for LGB
and LR models. In table IV are presented the best performance
of each model for each subset and, the method used to achieve
each performance is identified. It should be noted that the
method proposed in this work, the RFS, is the one that, in
general, is most often associated with the best performances.

D. Comparison with severity scores

Common severity scores performance metrics were cal-
culated using the same 5x10-fold cross validation in the
same patients as in the models constructed. For comparison
purposes, results for models with the same minimum and
maximum number of features across all severity scores are
presented.

It is verified in table IV that the models proposed totally
overpass all the severity scores. This might be an indication
on how useful these models could be for predictive purposes.

E. Analysis for Different Time-windows

In a perspective of real-time mortality prediction, data
was extracted for different time-windows besides the first 24
hours that was exhaustively analyzed in previous sections. The
hyperparameters used in this section were those previously
selected in section VII-C1 and imputing all features. To
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TABLE IV: Performance metrics achieved for different approaches

Section Approach Model Method AUC [%] AUPRC [%] Sensivity [%] Specificity [%] No.
Features

C1 Original∗
LGB

-
91.44± 1.36 56.78± 4.85 83.97± 2.03 83.68± 1.91 All

LR 89.85± 1.55 50.69± 5.36 82.18± 1.93 82.35± 1.96 All

C2
Oversampling

LGB Random
Oversampling

91.12± 1.28 54.71± 5.28 83.31± 2.13 83.39± 2.03 All
LR 89.93± 1.42 47.51± 5.17 82.11± 1.65 82.11± 1.57 All

Undersampling
LGB Tomek Links 91.40± 1.36 56.53± 4.90 83.62± 1.97 83.75± 2.00 All
LR ENN (n=2) 90.03± 1.49 49.65± 5.40 82.35± 1.85 82.37± 1.81 All

C3 Feature Selection
(Best Performance)

LGB SFS 92.03± 1.16 57.05± 5.28 84.45± 1.74 84.45± 1.72 30

LR RFS 90.28± 1.53 51.45± 5.44 82.37± 1.86 82.37± 2.01 61

C3 Feature Selection
(Fixed Subset)

LGB

SFS 90.99± 1.29 54.88± 5.00 83.34± 1.73 83.17± 1.79 14

RFS
90.17± 1.34 52.41± 4.60 82.30± 1.96 82.17± 1.85 7

88.78± 1.39 48.94± 4.54 81.33± 1.68 81.28± 1.72 5

86.85± 1.66 45.73± 4.54 79.26± 1.89 79.32± 1.89 3

LR

SFS 89.35± 1.31 47.79± 5.15 81.28± 1.86 81.38± 1.81 14

RFS
88.16± 1.39 45.89± 5.33 80.65± 2.13 80.60± 2.22 7

87.14± 1.49 43.99± 5.09 79.30± 1.96 79.24± 1.94 5

85.65± 1.76 38.83± 4.94 76.68± 2.24 76.67± 2.29 3

D Severity
Scores -

LODS 73.18± 2.87 25.41± 3.74 69.43± 3.97 66.56± 4.56 12

SAPS 73.60± 2.33 26.92± 3.59 68.35± 2.27 66.49± 3.33 14

SAPS II 77.41± 2.44 29.16± 4.07 70.40± 2.85 70.46± 2.61 12

SOFA 68.49± 3.50 24.97± 3.98 64.80± 4.37 63.76± 4.16 10

QSOFA 54.84± 2.44 10.32± 0.74 27.74± 14.90 77.91± 13.21 3

E Different
Time-Windows

LGB

12h after admission 90.65± 1.63 48.41± 5.89 83.76± 2.33 83.81± 2.33 All
24h after admission 91.44± 1.36 56.78± 4.85 83.97± 2.03 83.68± 1.91 All
24h before discharge 92.80± 1.10 74.14± 2.90 85.24± 1.57 85.13± 1.55 All
12h before discharge 94.84± 0.92 78.76± 2.72 87.40± 1.57 87.44± 1.52 All

LR

12h after admission 89.32± 1.68 43.99± 5.55 81.40± 2.65 81.51± 2.63 All
24h after admission 89.85± 1.55 50.69± 5.36 82.18± 1.93 82.35± 1.96 All
24h before discharge 91.55± 1.03 69.48± 3.20 83.88± 1.59 83.98± 1.52 All
12h before discharge 93.97± 0.99 76.15± 2.75 86.97± 1.68 87.01± 1.61 All

F
Previous Studies

Johnson et al.,
2017 [22] 92.7 - - - 144

Anand et al.,
2018 [21] 78.7 70 73 5

G External
Validation

LGB External Validation
(MIMIC+eICU)

87.99 47.09 81.17 81.26 7

86.79 45.61 79.91 79.92 5

84.11 41.83 77.68 77.76 3

LGB Cross-Validation
(MIMIC+eICU)

87.62± 0.28 46.08± 0.81 81.15± 0.46 81.14± 0.46 7

86.67± 0.31 45.23± 0.83 79.59± 0.47 79.59± 0.48 5

83.89± 0.56 41.42± 0.77 77.32± 1.04 77.31± 1.03 3
∗ After hyperparameter tuning

remember, for 12 and 24 hours prior discharge length of stay
in the ICU (los_icu) is used as an extra feature.

It would be expected that when using patients’ ICU dis-
charge information, whether dead or alive, the predictive
performance would be higher due to fact that patients began
to show signs of improvement or worsening of their clinical
status. That is verified in all performance metrics, as shown in
table IV, being AUPRC the metric with the most considerable
improvement.

F. Comparison with similar studies

Results of similar studies are also presented in table IV.
Compared to [21], where cohort is restricted to diabetic
patients, the model developed in this work achieved better
results. Using a small subset with just five variables, results
were better with an AUC of 88.8 achieved in this work
compared to 78.7 achieved in the study. To remark that, 96.6%
of the population in the mentioned study are under insulin
therapy, which is indicative of a good basis for comparison.

Compared to the highest performance found in literature
(AUC of 92.7), a study [22] with no restrictions in patients
choice, the model proposed had a similar performance (AUC
of 92.0) besides dealing with a less predictable cohort of
patients, as it is possible to prove comparing the frequently
used Simplified Acute Physiology Score II (SAPS II) associ-
ated to each study (SAPS II: AUC=77.4 vs AUC=80.9). The
performance presented in this work was also achieved with a
smaller subset (30 features) compared to the mentioned study.
However, in the study, diagnoses are not taken in consideration
as in the model proposed.

G. External Validation - eICU database

Models trained with all data from MIMIC database and with
the resulting subsets of features obtained in section VII-C3
were validated with an external dataset from the eICU-CRD
database [42]. These validation results are detailed in table IV.

Results are compared with the previous results from 5x10
cross-validation using only MIMIC database and also the
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(a) Shap values for LGB (b) Shap values for LR

Fig. 5: SHAP values for the 20 most important features.

results from using the same 5x10 cross-validation for training
but using always as testing fold the patients from eICU-CRD
database.

It is noticeable that there is a slightly decrease in per-
formance when performing external validation, around 2%
in AUC metric and 4% in AUPRC metric, when comparing
results using only MIMIC database (section C3 in table IV).

Focusing only on external validation and cross-validation
using eICU-CRD as testing fold, it is verified a consistent
increase in all subsets tested and all metrics on external
validation. This may be due to the higher number of patients
used to train the model.

This result is indicative of how important would be to have
a even more representative dataset and that, in the future,
the integration of eICU-CRD dataset to train the model may
result in a even more robust model with better predictive
performance.

VIII. MODEL ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

A. Model interpretation

First-day data and the respective fold that during cross val-
idation achieved the best relation between AUC and AUPRC
was selected to interpret the model. All features were used
since overall performance didn’t increase significantly enough
during feature selection process (section VII-C3). This anal-
ysis, taking in consideration all features, does not invalid the
feature selection process previously performed. It only allows
to get an insight on how the features are influencing the final
outcome.

The SHAP values provide the importance of each feature.
In figure 5 is shown the 20 most important features for each
model in an ascending order. Comparing both models, some
features are commonly important to predict the mortality in

patients during their ICU stay. Last GCS value (last_gcs)
is the feature with highest importance for both models. Age
of each patient (age) and how long a patient were under me-
chanical ventilation (ventilation_time) are also features
that most influenced models’ outputs. These features will be
used for the following analyses.

For visualization purposes and for knowing whether features
are affecting negatively or positively the outcome, dots repre-
senting each patient are plotted horizontally by their SHAP
value and coloured by their nominal feature value from low
(blue in LGB/green in LR) to high (red in LGB/orange in
LR). Giving an example, glucose_mean values can range
between 40 mg/dL (blue or green) represented as Low and
500 mg/dL (red or orange) represented as High.

Moreover, dots are stacked vertically when they run out of
space creating a density effect that allows to visualize patients
concentrated in a SHAP value [41]. It is also noteworthy that
negative SHAP values favor class 0 (Alive) and positive SHAP
values favor class 1 (Dead).

Giving some examples for better interpretation, lower values
of last_gcs indicates that risk of mortality is especially
high but higher values have less influence in patients’ survival;
ventilation_time has more influence to mortality as its
value increases but lower values have almost no influence
in chances of survival; diseases in human body systems
( respiratory_sys and nervous_sys) also influence
mortality but its absence has poor effect ; and mean value of
respiratory rate (resprate_mean) influence more the final
outcome as long as this nominal value increases.

B. Individualized clinical dashboards

General patterns and conclusions were taken from the
analysis of all cohort but the possibility to know how each
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Fig. 6: Clinical dashboard for a patient expected to survive

feature is influencing each patient might potentially facilitate
a personalized diagnosis.

The 20 features that most affect each patient outcome were
ranked and ordered in a plot bar. For visualization simplicity,
features favoring chances of survival were coloured green
while those favoring mortality risk were coloured red (see
figure 6)

Along with the features, their associated value was also
plotted in an adjacent graphic. The values were represented
depending on their type. For continuous features with a normal
range of values, values are plotted in accordance therewith to
automatically observe if the values are below, inside or above.
Binary features appear in a dashed line where respective value
associated (0 or 1) is highlighted. For the remaining features,
the values are just presented.

In a general and quick diagnose for the patient represented
in figure 6, the number of abnormal creatinine measurements
registered (creatinine_flag), mean systolic blood pres-
sure value (sysbp_mean) and minimum blood urea nitrogen
value (bun_min) registered at the moment with the patient’s
age (age) are variables that most have to concern physicians
when healing the patient.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The work developed demonstrated that gradient boosting
(LGB) models had a substantial improvement over all the
models tested presenting the following performance metrics:
AUC of 91.44± 1.36, AUPRC of 56.78± 4.85, sensitivity of
83.97± 2.03 and specificity of 83.68± 1.91.

Data sampling techniques used to counteract the imbalance
presented in dataset have proven to be irrelevant as perfor-
mance decreased, both for under and oversampling.

Relatively to feature selection, a resulting subset from SFS
of 30 features achieved the best performance with an AUC
of 92.03± 1.16, an AUPRC of 57.05± 5.28, a sensitivity of
84.45±1.74 and a specificity of 84.45±1.72. Notwithstanding,
relatively smaller subsets achieved quite interesting results
although slightly lower than that mentioned above.

From all tested feature selection techniques, namely RFE,
SFS and RFS, the novel technique proposed in this work (RFS)
achieved the best results for smaller subsets of features (3, 5
and 7), whose were used for external validation using data
from eICU-CRD database. The best validation performance
achieved an AUC of 87.99, an AUPRC of 47.09, a sensitivity
of 81.17 and a specificity of 81.26 with a subset of 7 features.
This performance with a reduced number of features and
in a completely different dataset which in itself is also a
dataset made up of different sources of information (208
hospitals), present an extra point of view in favor of the model
constructed.

In a perspective of real-time prediction, when using patients’
ICU discharge information, whether dead or alive, the predic-
tive performance was higher with an AUC of 94.84±0.92, an
AUPRC of 78.76 ± 2.72, a sensitivity of 87.40 ± 1.57 and a
specificity of 87.44±1.52 for 12 hours prior discharge of ICU.
This is probably due to the fact that patients began to show
signs of improvement or worsening of their clinical status.

Still, the variables that most influence the models and
respective mortality prediction were identified. However, it
is important to emphasis that each variable importance is
independently related to patients and overall importance may
differ from individual importance.

Finally, this work present the construction of individualized
clinical dashboards which may be an important tool in a
perspective of data-aided decisions by phisicians.

The work developed has room to evolve in a multitude of
ways. Firstly in the context of continuing the insulin-related
work, it may focus on studying the influence of differentacting
types of insulin (i.e. short, intermediate and long acting) and to
consider other common inputs for this patients (e.g. dextrose
boluses and glycated hemoglobin).

In a more ambitious task, predict insulin type and amount
need consonant patient necessities. Predict not only influence
in glucose variability but also in the remaining variables both
those identified as having a important role in the course of
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this thesis, as well as those that may prove to be important.
Lastly, it is important to highlight that it is needed further

validation of these models and conclusions drawn in this
work, by the part of physicians to improve and validate their
interpretability. Still in the medical field, the work can be
extended to the entire patients’ cohort with fewer restrictions
or directed to other areas of medical interest in order to achieve
different conclusions.
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